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ImExHS announces important enhancements to its Hiruko
Product Suite
HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•

ImExHS enhances Hiruko Product Suite with three new tools
Enhanced productivity tools for Radiologists
Web based to ensure low footprint
Free upgrade available to supported clients

Bogota — 22 January 2019 —ImExHS Limited [ASX:IME] today announces that it has added three
important new tools to its Hiruko product suite.
Triangulation Web Tool
The Triangulation Web Tool allows the navigation of medical images using a 3D cursor. When clicking
on a particular position of an image, the corresponding 3D location is updated in other views with the
same coordinate system. This application works with multiple modalities with the only requirement
being that the images have the same frame of reference metadata in the DICOM standard, and will
greatly improve the productivity of the interpretation of images.
Multiplanar Reconstruction (MPR) Web Tool
The new MPR tool allows Hiruko to reconstruct the sagittal and coronal views from the axial slices of
a tomography on orthogonal planes. This tool greatly improves the visualization and navigation of
the CT volume for radiologists.
Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) Web Tool
The MIP tool allows to create views that highlight certain anatomical structures. In clinical practice it
is frequently used to visualize veins and arteries, and to visualize studies that employ contrast agents.
It is important to know that this view is a reconstructed image, generated after processing multiple
images of the volume. The projection is created by taking the maximum, minimum or the average
from the pixel intensities of the selected volume
Commenting on the new toolset, Dr Jorge Marin, ImExHS Chief Medical Officer and co-founder of IME,
said, “we are very excited with our new visualisation tools which were developed to be implemented
in a web-based viewer as we continue our strategy of developing our toolset using data and
computational resources efficiently to ensure that Hiruko retains its market lead in web
technologies.”
Dr German Arango, ImExHS CEO and co-founder, announced “as part of ImExHS’s commitment to
keeping its clients at the forefront of advances, the new tools will be available to all existing
supported Hiruko clients free of charge, with their next update.”
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ABOUT IMEXHS
ImExHS Limited [ASX: IME] is a leading imaging Software as a Service (SaaS) and ancillary service
provider in Latin America. Founded in 2012, ImExHS has become one of the leaders in the Latin
American imaging services market, offering flexible and scalable imaging solutions via its Hiruko
branded suite of solutions for next generation Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS)
and integrated Radiology Imaging System (RIS). The Hiruko system is completely cloud based, vendor
neutral and zero footprint with no need for installed software. Enhanced features such as a fully webbased voice recognition option and a zero footprint DICOM viewer are some of its advanced features.
In addition to PACS and RIS, imaging technology and management systems can be provided on a
Platform as a Service (PaaS) basis. The ImExHS products are designed to save money for the users, with
a scalable platform that is configured for the future, while enhancing patient outcomes. Please see
www.imexhs.com
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